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Abstract: 

Importing self-repair or self-healing features into inert materials is of great relevance to material 

scientists, since it is expected to eliminate the necessity of replenishing a damaged material. Be it 

material chemistry or more specifically polymer chemistry, such materials have attracted the 

imagination of both material scientists and chemists. A stroll down the memory lane 70 years back, 

this might have sounded utopian. However with the current progress in supramolecular chemistry and 

the emergence of dynamic covalent and non-covalent chemistries, novel perspectives have been 

opened to materials science towards the development of dynamic materials (DYNAMATS) and in 

particular dynamic polymers (DYNAMERS), with the ability to produce such species by custom made 

designs. Chemistry took giant strides to gain control over the structure and features of materials and, 

besides basic progress, to apply it for tailor-making matter for applications in our daily life. In that 

applied perspective, material science plays a paramount role in shaping our present and in contributing 

to a sustainable future. The goal is to develop materials, which would be dynamic enough to carry out 

certain functions as effectively as in biological systems with, however, the freedom to recruit the 

powers of chemistry on a wider scale, without the limitation imposed by life. Material scientists and in 

particular polymer chemists may build on chemistry, physics and biology for bridging the gap to 

develop dynamic materials presenting a wide range of novel functionalities and to convert dreams into 

reality. In this current review we will focus on developments in the area of dynamic polymers, as a 

class of dynamic materials presenting self-healing features and, more generally, the ability to undergo 

adaptation under the effect of physical and/or chemical agents, and thus function as adaptive polymers 

or ADAPTAMERS. 
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1. Introduction 

Extending the dynamic features inherent to supramolecular chemistry to molecular chemistry has led 

to the emergence of a constitutional dynamic chemistry based on either covalent bonds or non-

covalent interactions that may form or break reversibly, thus allowing for a continuous modification in 

constitution by reorganization and exchange of building blocks. On the molecular level, considerable 

research efforts have been vested in developing dynamic materials, which could undergo component 

exchange or reorganization via reversible chemical reactions under the influence of external agents, 

thus being able to respond to physical stimuli and/or chemical effectors and behaving as adaptive 

materials. Dynamicity is imparted into the material owing to the presence of covalent chemical bonds 

capable of undergoing reversible formation and cleavage, such as for instance the various imine type 

bonds (imines, acylhydrazones, hydrazones, etc), disulfides and reversible 4+2 cyclo-additions or 

Diels-Alder (DA) reactions. Dynamicity is intrinsic on the supramolecular level due to the lability and 

reversibility of non-covalent interactions, such as H-bonding.  As materials of particular significance 

from both the basic and applied points of view, such dynamic features have been introduced into 

macromolecules, resulting in the generation of constitutional dynamic polymers or Dynamers.1-4 By 

virtue of reversible chemical connections (both reversible covalent bonds and non-covalent 

interactions) between the interconnecting monomeric units, DYNAMERs are able to perform dynamic 

functions in response to physical stimuli and chemical effectors, by establishing adaptable networks 

for instance of covalent type.5 They thus represent an intriguing class of adaptive polymers, which one 
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may term Adaptamers. The dynamism within such materials allows for reversible exchange and 

reorganization of components in response to multiple physical and/or chemical agents.  

 

Fig. 1 DYNAMATS and DYNAMERS: Constitutional Dynamic materials and polymers formed 

through covalent and non-covalent dynamic connections.  

In the present article we would like to focus on two specific types of dynamic materials namely: 

dynamic polymers constituted through dynamic covalent and non-covalent connections between 

building blocks exhibiting self-healing features
6-11

 and biodynamers obtained by introducing such 

dynamic features into analogs of biomacromolecules.12-17 We primarily focus on recently reported 

dynamers, exhibiting dynamism through certain selected covalent reactions such as reversible DA 

reaction, and imine-type functional groups as well as on dynamic supramolecular polymers. 

Various pathways have been implemented to get access to self-healing materials. An exhaustive and 

comprehensive overview on self-healing polymers through other routes (e.g.-crack healing,18 optically 

healable polymer,
19,20

  healing through encapsulated healing agents,
21

 self-healing gels
22,23

) will not be 

within the scope of this article, since it has been presented in a number of review articles and books 

published in the recent past.
7-11,24-27

  

2. DYNAMERS based on Reversible Diels-Alder reaction: 

2.1 DYNAMERS based on Reversible DA reaction at elevated temperatures: 

In the last decade various strategies have been adopted to develop smart materials implementing 

indigenous methodologies. One of the pathways to achieve this is to incorporate dynamic covalent 

bonds, which may form and reversibly cleave so as to allow an intrinsically dynamic exchange of 

molecular components through reversible chemical reactions. One of such dynamic covalent reactions, 
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which has been extensively studied to develop self-healing materials, is reversible Diels-Alder (DA) 

reaction. DA reaction is a self-contained reversible dynamic reaction, owing to the fact that all atoms 

of the starting components is also present within the product. There has been a considerable research 

focus in this direction endeavored to develop self-healing materials based on the DA reaction.24-27 One 

of the best known DA reaction is that of furan based moieties as dienes with maleimide based motifs 

as dienophiles. Exploration of the retro-DA reaction based on such [4+2] cyclo-addition is also not a 

recent discovery. This technology was reported as early as in 1969 
28

 and subsequently in the late 

1970’s a report described a thermally-crosslinked polymer network incorporating a reversible DA 

reaction at elevated temperature.
29 

Following a decade later, a number of publications came to light 

using furan based components as dienes and maleimide based ones as dienophiles to get access to 

reversible DA reaction.
30-33

  

In a study of the thermal reversibility of furan-maleimide based benzyl aryl ether dendrons and 

dendrimers, a DA dendrimer exhibited around 40% dissociation of the DA links after 1 h at 110 
0
C, 

and reassembly to the extent of 82% of the original dendron structure was achieved upon cooling the 

material to 65 
0
C in course of 5 days.

34
 This work was probably the first example of a thermally labile 

remendable dendrimer making use of the DA/Retro-DA (rDA) approach. Subsequently, furan-

maleimide based reversible DA chemistry was developed for the design of remendable epoxy resins.
35–

38 Reversibility of the material could be achieved at temperatures above 90 0C. However, most of these 

systems are only reversible at elevated temperatures and multiple cycles of fracture and repair were 

hard to achieve.  

A thermally remendable cross-linked polymeric material was described based on a thermally 

reversible DA cycloaddition of a tetra-furan based multi diene and a tri-maleimide based multi 

dienophile (fig 2).
 39

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Furan and maleimide based cross-linked healable polymer network making use of thermally 

reversible Diels-Alder reaction reported by Wudl
39

 Reproduced by permission 
[26] 

of The Royal 

Society of Chemistry. 
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At a temperature above 120 
0
C around 30% (determined from the solid-state NMR) of inter-monomer 

linkages disconnect, however upon cooling the system, they reconnect back generating a reversible 

mending process. Subsequently another highly cross-linked polymer was reported, based on bis-

maleimide and furan moieties, that could remend fractured surfaces through reversible DA 

reaction.
40,41

   

 A thermally reversible crosslinked polyamide system making use of reversible DA reaction, based on 

maleimide and furan functionalized aromatic polyamides, was shown to exhibit self-repairing behavior 

in maleimide and polyamide furan cross-linked gels42,43 and films44 presenting adduct formation at 50 

0
C and rDA reaction at 150 

0
C (fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3 Thermally reversible cross-linking reactions between PA-MI (Polyamide-maleimide) and PA-F 

(Polyamide Furan). Reproduced with permission.[44] Copyright 2007, Wiley-VCH. 

There have been a number of publications utilizing the DA reaction at elevated temperatures to get 

access to thermally or photochemically cross-linkable polyamides with pendant maleimide or 

phthalimide groups. 
45-47

 Recently, an elegant one pot synthesis of thermo-remendable dynamic 

polymer system was described that made use of reversible DA chemistry and click chemistry. 48, 49 

 

 

2.2 DYNAMERS based on reversible DA reaction at room temperature: 

Most of the reactions reported in the literature required elevated temperature beyond 100 0C to initiate 

the rDA reaction. It was thus of interest to develop DA reactions, which would be reversible at 

ambient conditions. Such systems would facilitate the generation of self-healing dynamers at lower 

temperature or even at room temperature. In search of room temperature dynamic reversible system in 

our group, we had uncovered a couple of reversible DA reactions. 50-53 One of them, which is of 

particular interest for the development of self-healing dynamic polymer system is based on the 
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reaction of 6,6’-substituted fulvenes with dicyano- and tricyano-ethylene carboxyesters in an organic 

solvent under ambient conditions (fig 4).50  

 

Fig. 4 Ambient temperature reversible Diels-Alder reactions between Fulvenes (1-9) and 

Diethyldicyanofumarate 10.
 50

 

 

This series of fulvene based dienes and diethyldicyanofumarate based dienophiles underwent 

reversible Diels-Alder reaction at 25 0C and their reversibility has been validated by component 

exchange reaction. The dynamics of these DA reactions were studied by performing diene exchange 

experiments monitoring the reaction by 1H NMR spectroscopy.  

Upon addition of 5 equivalents of 1 to an equilibrating mixture of (3,10) and components 3 and 10, 

within a time span of less than 1 minute, almost the entire (3,10) adduct was displaced in favor of the 

newly formed adduct (1,10) at 25 
0
C. This phenomenon was monitored by 

1
H NMR and the signal at 

1.05 ppm corresponding to the terminal methyl group protons of the bridged ethyl group of adduct 

(3,10) completely disappeared upon addition of 1. (fig 5). 
50
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Fig. 5 
1
H NMR spectra indicating the dynamic component exchange between fulvenes and 

dicyanofumarate esters: (a) 1/1 mixture of diethyl dicyanofumarate 10 (100 mM) and diethylfulvene 3 

(100 mM) in CDCl3. (b) mixture obtained after addition of 1 eqv. 1 to solution (a), (c) mixture 

obtained after addition of 5 eqv. of dimethyl fulvene, 1, to solution (a). 50 

Along these lines two other room temperature reversible DA reactions were developed using 

anthracene derivatives as dienes together with cyanofumarates and N-phenyltriazolinedione as 

dienophiles.
51,52 

Implementation of the basic process incorporating fulvenes as dienes and 

cyanofumarates as dienophiles, a polymeric material was developed, which by virtue of the room 

temperature reversible DA reaction gave access to a self-healing polymeric material.  For this purpose 

a bis(dicyanofumarate) (11) and a bis(fulvene) terminated polydispersed polyethylene substituted (12) 

diene was synthesized (fig. 6). 
53
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Fig. 6 Dynamer (11,12) formed through reversible [4+2] cyclo-addition reaction between the 

dienophile 11 and the diene 12.
 53

  

Reaction of 11 and 12 at room temperature yielded a soft stretchy polymer film. This film was cut and 

the two pieces were overlapped and gently pressed to ensure contact. Within about ten seconds the two 

separated films could be stretched without tear, demonstrating the self-healing behavior at room 

temperature (fig. 7).  

 

Fig. 7 Self-healing of the DYNAMER film (11,12) formed via room temperature reversible dynamic 

Diels-Alder reaction between two superimposed halves of the initial film (left) and under elongation 

strain (right). The central rectangular darker area is the region of overlap of the superimposed two 

pieces of cut films. 
53

 

It should be noted that in this study self-healing took place through the overlap of the cut films and not 

between the edges of freshly cut pieces of material.  
53
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2.3 Materials presenting self-healing features imparted by DA reactions  

Contrary to self-healing routes incorporating reversible DA systems, alternative pathways to achieve 

healing phenomena have been reported. A solvent based system, involved self-healing composites 

based on functionalization of an epoxy amine network and a reactive healing agent. The healing was 

achieved through reversible covalent linkage across the cracked composite surface through a DA 

reaction: a furan functionalized epoxy amine thermoset was cured by making use of the DA adduct 

formation with a bis-maleimide DMF solution injected under low pressure (fig 8). 
54

 

 

Fig. 8 Hypothetical healing mechanism of solvent based DA reaction between a furan functionalized 

epoxy amine resin and a bis-maleimide (BMI). (a) Injection of healing agent into crack (green 

symbols: BMI solution; red notched trapezoids: furan moieties; blue triangles: bis-maleimide; magenta 

trapezoids: DA adducts). (b) Solvent swelling of the polymer network. (c) Furan motifs coming in 

contact with BMI along the crack surface. (d) BMIs upon reaction with furan functionalized motifs 

generated DA adducts to heal the cracked surface. Reproduced with permission 
[54]

 Copyright 2010, 

ACS Publications. 

This procedure could be carried out multiple times without any substantial reduction in its healing 

efficiency. In this case, DMF solvent induced swelling and softening of the crack surfaces resulted in 

the mechanical interlocking giving access to physical linkages as well as covalent chemical linkages, 

which both contributed to healing efficiency. Other such solvent system based delivery of healing 

agents at the cracked surface have been described.
55, 56

 

The same group also reported a self-healing epoxy-amine based thermoset, where the healing was 

achieved through the reaction of furans in the thermoset and the multi-maleimides encapsulated as 

healing agents via urea-formaldehyde encapsulation technique. The healing agent was also solvent 
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based, consisting in a solution of the multi-maleimides in phenyl acetate. The self-healing efficiency 

was found to be around 70% after first fracture. 57 One may note that self-healing materials based on 

integrated microencapsulated or vascular systems containing healing agents do not possess self-

sustainability - once the material runs out of the incorporated healing agent, it will no longer be able to 

repair itself.  

Hetero-DA reaction based motifs have also been employed to get access to self-healing systems. Thus, 

a reversibly cross-linked polymer was generated via hetero-DA reaction of biscyclopentadiene end 

functionalized PMMA with a trifunctional pyridinyl dithioformate cross-linker.58 

3. Supramolecular DYNAMERS implementing non-covalent interactions  

3.1 Self-healing systems based on non-covalent interactions: 

Self-healing systems described above in section 2.3 are not self-sustainable and more often than not 

self-healing polymers based on such systems would require the intervention of an additional external 

physical or chemical initiator to achieve the desired self-healing action. The use of healing agents 

render the material extrinsically self-healing, thus there had been a sustained effort to develop 

intrinsically self-healing systems based on non-covalent interactions, in particular by exploiting 

hydrogen bonding. However, self-healing systems based on non-covalent interaction of bulk 

polymeric materials, other interactions such as stacking,
 8,10,59,60

 fiber formation,
61-65

 cluster 

formation65,66 also play a role in the healing process.  

The first step towards developing self-healing materials by exploitation of H bonding is achieved 

through the generation of supramolecular polymers. The area of supramolecular polymers has been 

developing rapidly and has been subject to many extensive reviews.
2,3,67-71,85.

 

Main-chain supramolecular polymers based on H-bonding are formed by polycondensation of 

molecular monomers bearing terminal complementary motifs of H bonding donor (D) and acceptor 

(A) sites such as DAD and ADA arrays.74 Similarly, supramolecular dynamers were obtained via 

extensive sextuple H bonding with a high association constant through use of a Janus type cyanuric 

wedge (ADA-ADA array) (A) and a complementary diaminopyridine substituted isophthalamide 

receptor unit (DAD-DAD array) (B) (Fig. 9). 72 
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Fig. 9 Generation of main-chain supramolecular polymers through polyassociation of molecular 

monomers bearing complementary H-bonding double-faced, Janus type molecular recognition units.  

H bond mediated molecular recognition between such hetero complementary binding sites led to 

polyassociation with formation of linear chain supramolecular polymeric helical fibers (fig. 10).73,74 

 

Fig. 10 Generation of supramolecular polymer formed via sextuple H-bonding based molecular 

recognition of hetero complementary units.
72

 

Supramolecular polymers exploiting quadruple H bonding motifs have been extensively studied.75-86 

Specifically, using the 2 ureido-4-pyrimidone moiety (UPy) self-complementary end groups, that form 

dimer units of high association constant (> 106 M -1 in H-bond assisting solvent, such as chloroform), 

supramolecular polymers with high degree of polymerization were obtained.
76,86

  

Recent studies, exploit H bonding to develop soft rubbery polymeric materials.87,88 These materials, 

owing to their low Tg and flexible backbone, presented rubber like features with an elongated plastic 

regime. Spontaneous self-healing making use of H bonding has been described for poly(isobutylene)s 

of varying molecular weights bearing barbituric acid based end groups.
 88,89

 DMA (Dynamic 

Mechanical Analysis) of those materials indicated an extended rubbery plateau. These materials are 

joined by supramolecular cross points formed via the barbituric acid end groups.  

 

a
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b 

Fig 11. a Reversible supramolecular network formation through barbituric acid functionalized 

poly(isobutylene) (PIB). b Illustration of self-healing experiment at different time intervals. 

Reproduced from Ref. [89] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

The self-healing behavior was demonstrated by cutting small round shaped films prepared from these 

barbituric acid terminated poly(isobutylene), and bringing the cut edges in contact with each other. 

The material underwent autonomous healing in the course of several hours. The healing mechanism 

was explained by complex aggregation in the molten state of the polymer.89 

The first reported examples of self-healing polymers based on extensive H bonding 
90

 were achieved 

by making use of extensive H bonding involving three motifs of urea-derived groups (See fig. 12). The 

system was obtained by a simple one step synthesis from a mixture of fatty di-acid and triacid 

condensed with diethyl triamine and subsequently treated with urea. The polymer thus generated was 

plasticized with 11 wt% of dodecane to optimize the Tg of the material from 28 to 8 
0
C. The soft 

rubbery nature of the polymer was observed at large deformations. 

 

Fig. 12 Synthesis of a self-healing supramolecular polymer equipped with complementary H bonding 

units. Reproduced with permission. 
[90]

 Copyright 2008, Nature Publishing Group. 

The stress-strain curve exhibited similar behavior to that of soft rubbers exceeding 500% strain at 

break. Upon releasing the stress, the residual strain was found to be less than 5% (fig. 13).  
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Fig. 13 a Stress-strain curve of the self-healing supramolecular rubber (3 data set points were shown 

to exhibit reproducibility). The inset shows that the cross-sectional area is inversely proportional to 

tensile deformation. b Creep recovery experiment for an applied stress of 5 MPa (green) and 20 MPa 

(purple). Reproduced with permission. [90] Copyright 2008, Nature Publishing Group. 

Rheological experiments indicated that an applied stress of 5 MPa for 8 x 10
4
 s resulted in 32% strain 

and it increased at a rate of 0.04% per hour. When the stress was relieved the material recovered its 

initial dimension with negligible residual strain. Even though the material behaved like a soft rubber, it 

had certain differences with conventional rubbers. In contrast to classical rubbers, this supramolecular 

soft rubber-like material underwent self-healing under ambient conditions. When the sample was 

broken up or cut into fragments and pieces brought into contact again with each other, the cut surfaces 

or the breaking edges immediately underwent self-healing. The healing efficiency was found to be 

adversely affected by increasing the waiting time of bringing the surfaces in contact with each other. 

This was indirect evidence that healing was achieved through the freely available H bonding sites. 

Longer waiting time resulted in decreasing number of available H bonding sites, which in turn affected 

the H bonding efficiency. The self-healing mechanism through H bonding was confirmed by the slow 

dynamics of H bond re-association and illustrated by time dependent infra-red spectroscopy. 90 

Subsequently another supramolecular self-healing rubber like material was obtained through the 

oligocondensation of fatty mono, di and triacids with diethylenetriamine (DETA). The extent of 

branching and molecular weight was controlled by selection of the ratio of di- and triacids and through 

end capping before the condensation reaction with 2-aminoethylimidazolidine (UDETA). These 

moieties could also act as complementary H bonding units.  Additional complementary units could 

also be introduced through grafting of urea onto all the secondary amines of DETA. 91 This synthetic 

strategy was proposed to give access to a vast variety of supramolecular soft rubbers. 
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Another approach that has also been exploited in the recent past is the formation of thermo-reversible 

elastomers by making use of cross-linkable motifs. An recent illustration concerns the formation of 

self-healing nano-composite elastomer using functionalised graphene oxide nanoparticles as the macro 

cross-linker. It involves a matrix of randomly amide-terminated oligomer assembled through H 

bonding interactions and cross linked via suitably functionalised graphene nanoparticles. 
92

 

A temperature induced self-healing system was obtained and commercialized under the brand name 

SupraB (Suprapolix BV). 
93

 Exploiting the thermo-reversible behavior of quadruply H bonded UPy 

groups, this material behaves as a soft melt at elevated temperature owing to the breakup of H bonds 

and as an elastic plastic at room temperature generated by the re-association of H bonds of UPy 

motifs. Thus, SupraB could be dissolved in a suitable solvent and spray casted into flexible films of 

different thicknesses with excellent mechanical performance. Moreover, when the surface was 

damaged through scratching it underwent spontaneous healing by briefly elevating the temperature to 

140 
0
C. This healing was found to be efficient for multiple cycles. A telechelic polymer making use of 

the same quadruple H bonding UPy units has also been described (fig 14). 80  

 

Fig 14. Synthesis of telechelic polymers with quadruple H bonded ureidopyrimidinone (UPy) units. 

Reproduced with permission. 
[80]

 Copyright 2000, Wiley-VCH. 

The OH terminated poly(ethylene/butylene) diol is a viscous liquid, however functionalization with 

UPy moieties resulted in the formation of an elastic solid material owing to the H bonding imparted by 

the UPy motifs. 80 SupraB polymer is a spin-off product of this concept (fig. 15). 93 
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Fig 15. The OH terminated poly(ethylene/butylene) diol is a viscous liquid (left); same diol 

functionalized with UPy moieties (right). 93 Reproduced with permission. [93] Suprapolix BV. 

In our group we explored the formation of a tris-urea synthon, which would give access to sextuple H 

bonding. 94 Bis-urea motifs have been extensively studied.95-101 Extension to a triple urea motif was 

achieved by reacting an isocyanate with carbodihydrazide. X-ray diffractable single crystals could be 

obtained from a DMSO solution of the product of the reaction of di-tert-butyl phenylisocyanate with 

carbohydrazide to generate the tris-urea motif (Scheme 1).  

 

 

Scheme 1. Synthesis of the tris-urea compound 2,2’-carbonyl-bis-(N-(3,5-di-tert-butylphenyl)-

hydrazine-carboximide. 94 

The tris-urea motif in principle would give rise to a perpendicular and a horizontal array of H bonding 

with a twisted orientation around the N-N bonds (fig. 16). 

 

Fig. 16 Schematic representation of twisted orientation around the N-N bond of tris urea motif.  

 

The solid state molecular structure showed the parallel and perpendicular arrays of H bonding giving 

rise to sextuple H bonding. However, owing to the presence of DMSO, the perpendicular H bonding 

sites were occupied by solvent molecules (shown in Fig. 17). 94 
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Fig. 17 Intermolecular hydrogen-bonding arrays displayed by the tris-urea compound within the unit 

cell: (left) H-bonds between the C=O and N-H sites of the terminal urea groups in adjacent molecules; 

(right) H bonding between the N-H sites of the central urea group and the O site of the solvent of 

crystallization DMSO. 94 

For developing such an extensive H bonding into a soft polymeric material that could present self-

healing properties, NCO terminated PDMS compounds were reacted with carbodihydrazide (scheme 

2). 

 

 

Scheme 2. Synthesis of two different polymers P1 and P2 containing tris-urea motifs. 
94 

 

The resulting two polymers P1 and P2 were characterized by SANS and then casted into films by 

removal of the solvent from a solution in chloroform. In the case of P1 a brittle material was formed 

and when broken fragments were brought in contact with each other, the material self-repaired to form 
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a bulk healed polymer block in the course of an hour. On the contrary, in case of P2, a more elastic 

polymer was generated and when a polymer block of about 1 mm thickness was cut into pieces the 

fragments brought into contact with each other underwent self-healing at the interface (fig. 18). 

However, in accordance with what had been also previously observed with other self-healing H 

bonding supramolecular polymers, this healing process was time dependent. Keeping the broken 

fragments apart for a longer duration (more than 10 minutes) did not result in self-healing any more. 

 

                               a                             b                                c                                        d 

Fig. 18 (left) a: Native damaged polymer P1; b: Self-repaired polymer P1; (center) c: Mechanically cut 

polymer P2; (right) d: Self-healed polymer P2. 
94
                  

This behaviour may be explained by noting that the free hydrogen bonding groups exposed at the 

freshly cut surface will in course of time undergo non-covalent interaction with available partners on 

the same surface or in the interior of the polymer sample, thus leading to a progressive reduction in 

self-healing capability between pieces. The H bonding pattern in polymers P1 and P2 were 

substantiated by detailed ATR FT-IR spectroscopy. 94 

Hindered urea bonds give access to catalyst free dynamic material properties. 
102

 The dynamicity of 

the hindered urea bond (HUB) was demonstrated and this concept was then further extrapolated 

towards self-healing HUB containing polymers. The dynamicity of the hindered urea bond was shown 

by an exchange experiment, involving the exchange of 1-(tert-butyl)-1-ethylurea (TBEU) by mixing 

TBEU with t-butylmethyl amine and a bulkier N-substituted secondary amine similar to t-butylmethyl 

amine. The exchange reaction was monitored by 1H NMR (fig. 19). 102 

 

Fig 19. Dynamic exchange reaction of TBEU with hindered primary and secondary amines 

Reproduced with permission. [102] Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing Group. 
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The postulated isocyanate intermediate was beyond the detection limit of NMR, however the presence 

of t-butylmethyl urea and t-butylethyl amine could be detected. The reversible exchange was 

substantiated by the linear regression of the reaction kinetics. After demonstrating the dynamic 

exchange in small molecules, HUB was incorporated into the backbone of polyureas and 

poly(urethane-urea) polymers, which subsequently exhibited self-healing behavior (scheme 3). 

 

 

Scheme 3. Synthetic scheme of the generation of hindered urea bonds based cross-linked 

poly(urethane-urea).  Reproduced with permission. 
[102]

 Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing Group. 

The self-healing experiment was carried out by cutting a polymer sample into pieces, bringing them in 

contact with each other with gentle pressing and leaving to heal for 12h at 37 
0
C. The gel was 

subsequently stretched and no fracture was observed in the cut region, depicting the efficiency of the 

healing process. (fig. 20). 
102
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Fig. 20. Schematic and pictorial illustration of the self-healing process based on the materials of 

Scheme 3. Reproduced with permission. 
[102]

 Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing Group. 

 

A recent review stresses the importance of non-covalent interactions in conferring reversibility and 

adaptive features to functional supramolecular materials. 103 Along similar lines a tunable self-

assembled polyurethane type elastomer has been reported, where the self-assembly is driven by the 

triple H bonding between amidoisocytosine and ureidoimidazole motifs.
104

 

3.2 Self-healing systems based on non-conventional dynamic routes: 

 Along with the implementation of covalent and non-covalent dynamic chemistry for the development 

of functional materials, there have also been reports from different groups, where certain other 

reversible connections were used to generate self-healing systems. Thus, a self-healing material 

making use of the covalent dynamicity of diarylbibenzofuranone (DABBF) was described.105 DABBF 

readily undergoes cleavage into the corresponding monomer units under ambient condition and the 

generated radical species are also stable under aerobic condition. The introduction of this motif within 

the polymer backbone gave a self-healing gel like material. In order to generate three-dimensional 

motifs, a custom made cross-linked polymeric material was synthesized using polyaddition chemistry 

via urethane formation (fig. 21). 
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Fig. 21. Synthesis of DABBF incorporated cross-linked polymer. Reproduced with permission. 
[105]

 

Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH. 

The self-healing ability of the cross-linked polymer was investigated under air at room temperature. 

After cutting the sample into two pieces, the interface of the cut surfaces were saturated with DMF to 

prevent any H bonding from urethane bonds. Then they were brought in contact with each other 

without any pressing. In the course of 24 hours, the sample underwent complete healing and the 

polymer could not be cleaved through manual stretching (fig. 22). 
105
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Fig. 22. Depiction of self-healing of DABBF incorporated in a cross-linked polyurethane-polymer. 

Reproduced with permission. [105] Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH. 

The self-healing polymers described so far are generally soft in nature and based on supramolecular 

non-covalent interactions or covalent dynamic bonds resulting in soft flexible materials with low glass 

transition temperatures. The concept of self-healing was extended into comparatively harder grade 

materials. In a classical thermoplastic elastomer (TPE), there are phase segregated soft and hard 

domains, and self-healing in the hard domain would generally lead to sticky material, which is 

undesirable. The gap between classical TPE and supramolecular interactions involving H bonds was 

bridged by developing a self-healing system based on polyacrylate-amide (PA-amide) brushes 

constituting the soft segment, which was grafted onto a polystyrene backbone, forming the hard block. 

These secondary amide functionalities could be modified in a synthetically simple route, giving access 

to both H bond donor and acceptor capabilities generating a dynamic network of supramolecular 

interactions (fig. 23). 
106

  

 

 

Fig. 23. (Top) Schematic representation of H bonding brush polymer self-assembly process into two-

phase nano-structure morphology during processing. (Bottom) Pictorial illustration of reversible 

cleavage of supramolecular interconnectivities through mechanical stress and subsequent healing 
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owing to the presence of H bonding interactions through soft brush polymers. . Reproduced with 

permission. [106] Copyright 2012, Nature Publishing Group. 

 

This example demonstrated the self-healing process operating only through the H bonding interactions 

between soft polymer brushes containing H bond donor and acceptor sites. Thus, cutting a sample of 

material into two separate parts, bringing them together again and leaving it to heal for several hours, 

resulted in an optimal healing efficiency of 92% relatively compared to the undamaged starting 

sample. The healing efficiency was found to increase with additional healing times.106 It could be 

inferred here that upon application of mechanical stress, selective damage of only soft segments is not 

achievable. The decrease in healing efficiency could also be attributed to irreversible damage that 

might have taken place also in the hard domain. However, this example is a step forward towards 

developing hard self-healing TPE materials. 

 

Certain other harder grade self-repairing materials were also reported based on a polyimide copolymer 

bearing naphthalene-diimide units in combination with pyrenyl end capped polyamide motifs. These 

materials were solution casted into flexible homogenous films, which underwent self-repairing upon 

cutting the films into two halves and then subsequently overlapping them with gentle pressing at 80 

0C. 107,108 In this case, the self-healing was achieved through the π- π stacking of adjacent naphthalene 

units and H bonding via the vicinal pyrene groups. 

 

4. Double DYNAMERS: Dynamic polymers based on two-fold dynamism 

 

In the previous section, we principally focused on dynamic features originating from a single type of 

dynamism, working either through dynamic covalent reactions or through dynamic non-covalent 

interactions. The combination of these two orthogonal dynamic behaviours may be expected to 

provide materials exhibiting a two-fold dynamism. Formation of double dynamic polymeric materials 

or double dynamers was reported earlier by our group by taking advantage of dual dynamicity 

originating from i) sextuple H bonding between a DAD-DAD (D = donor, A = acceptor) receptor and 

an ADA-ADA cyanuric acid wedge (see also above, Figures 9 and 10) and ii) reversible 

acylhydrazone bond formation through condensation of hydrazides and aldehydes (fig. 24). 
109
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Fig. 24. Molecular components and building blocks for the formation of double dynamic polymeric 

material incorporating both non-covalent and covalent dynamics. 109 

 

Two types of supramolecular polymers were essentially generated along this design, depicted by SPI 

and SPII as illustrated below (Scheme 4). 

 

 

Scheme 4. Methods for the generation of the double dynamic polymers SPI and SPII combining imine 

type covalent dynamics and supramolecular dynamics via complementary H bonding head groups.
 109

 

 

The double dynamicity was exhibited by covalent and non-covalent end capping experiments.
109

 

Recently, along similar lines, a supramolecular polymer was generated by polyassociation of an 
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acylhydrazone-based covalent dynamic building block through a complementary hydrogen bonding 

component, following a molecular dynamic / supramolecular non-covalent sequence.110  

This concept of double dynamicity was further exploited to get access to a self-repairing material. A 

PDMS functionalized dialdehyde was condensed with carbodihydrazide and the polymer was 

subsequently solvent casted into a film (Scheme 5). 
111

 

 

 

Scheme 5. Synthesis of the dynamic polymer P1 by polycondensation of the monomeric components, 

the bis-aldehyde and carbodihydrazide.
 111

 

 

Cutting the film with scissors and overlapping the two cut surfaces within a few minutes, followed by 

gentle pressing, yielded a completely healed polymer film in the course of a few hours (Fig. 25). This 

self-healing experiment was carried out under ambient condition without application of any additional 

pressure or load. Varying the duration of healing time showed that below 4 hours the healing process 

was not efficient.  
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Fig 25. (Left)(a) Uncut soft-stretchy polymer film; (b) soft-polymer film after healing and illustration 

of progressive stretching of self-healed polymer film. (The blue arrow indicates the healed overlapping 

domain).  (Right) True Stress vs True Strain curve of the native and self-healed polymer film. 111 

 

The elasticity of the self-healed film was found to be partially retained and the self-healed polymer 

could withstand 90% of the original strain, indicating the efficiency of the healing process.  
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The reversibility of the acylhydrazone bonds within the simple monomeric motifs was verified by 

component exchange experiment using an acid catalyst. However, in order to validate the covalent 

dynamicity of the healing process, the same healing experiment was also carried out with and without 

the acid catalyst (pentadecafluoro octanoic acid). It was found out that the time scale of healing did not 

improve significantly with the addition of acid catalyst, suggesting that the healing process in this 

particular case involved predominantly the hydrogen bonding motif, as was also the case in another 

system based on urea groups, reported earlier by our group. 
94 

 

5. Self-healing in the context of degradable dynamic polymers: 

 

Another aspect of DYNAMATs and DYNAMERs that might in particular be of great interest 

for future applications would be to develop materials that could undergo dynamic formation and 

degradation. Subsequently, upon removal of the source of degradation, it could resort to self-healing, 

reverting back into the original polymer. Such dynamers owing to their subsequent biodegradation 

may also be ascribed as Green DYNAMERs (GD). Recently, films of such a type of green dynamer 

were developed by covalently linking biodegradable oligomeric units (polybutylene adipate (PBA) 

and polybutylene succinate (PBS)) connected through hydrolytically degradable reversible imine 

bonds. 112 These GD’s can also be envisaged as possessing self-healing properties because the imine 

bonds may be restored by evaporation of water and drying the sample. 

From the perspective of material design, such GDs should satisfy the following three requirements: i) 

thermoplastic nature having good processibility/mechanical properties; ii) controllable disintegration 

rate in water (no water solubility) iii) conversion into CO2 and H2O upon degradation.  
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Fig. 26 (Top) Schematic depiction of the molecular design for the synthesis of a Green DYNAMER; 

(Bottom) Representative example of molecular design of a green DYNAMER. 112 

 

Two different types of GD’s were built upon the connection of biodegradable PBS segments through 

environmentally/hydrolytically degradable imine bonds. In order to demonstrate that these GD’s were 

not water soluble, a control experiment was performed by immersing prepared films into distilled 

water at 35 
0
C for 24 h. After drying the films, the weight retention was found to be 98.8% indicating 

their water insolubility.  

 

 

 

Fig. 27 Water disintegration test for PBS film (a) and green dynamer (imine functionalized) films of 

15 mm thickness based on PBS of Mn = 6300 (b) and Mn = 2500 (c).  

 

The samples were then subjected to water disintegration tests and it was observed that an increasing 

proportion of imine bonds within the polymer backbone promoted the extent of water disintegration 

(Figure 27). Dynamer 2 with a number average Mn of 2500 Da disintegrated faster compared to 

dynamer 1 with Mn 6300 Da with a lesser number of imine bonds. Thus, through modulation of imine 

bonds within the polymer backbone it is possible to regulate the extent of water disintegration and in 

turn its green dynamism. 

In order to investigate the self-healing properties of these green dynamers, NMR measurements were 

performed on freshly prepared films after immersion in water at 50 
0
C for 15h and subsequent drying 

at 80 0C for 240 h. The Mn values were calculated from NMR data and were found to exhibit a 
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reduction from 13000 to 7000 Da. However, after subsequent drying of the film, the Mn recovered its 

initial value of 13000, demonstrating that these green dynamers could also exhibit self-healing features 

upon removal of the disintegrating agent, in this case water.
 112

 

 

6. Biodynamers: 

 

Extending the concept of dynamic polymers into the domain of biopolymers gives rise to a new area 

of biologically relevant dynamic polymeric materials namely biodynamers. In this last section, we will 

give a brief overview on such dynamic biopolymers. Biologically inspired supramolecular polymers 

have also received considerable research focus in the recent past. 12-17,113-117 The features of dynamers 

may also be also be applied to biologically active moieties such as nucleic acid, carbohydrate and 

aminoacid derived units, yielding in principle dynamic analogues of the corresponding biological 

macromolecules (Scheme 6) capable of undergoing component exchange through reversible chemical 

reaction, with component reorganization and exchange under the influence of external physical and 

chemical effectors, such as pH and temperature.  

Dynamic analogues of nucleic acids, DyNAs, may be formed through polycondensation of 

suitably functionalized monomers bearing nucleic acid residues, via reversible covalent reaction 

(Scheme 6, top). 17,118-121 Such DyNAs were generated through polycondensation of dialdehydes with 

nucleobase appended dihydrazides. The monomeric components were chosen to be cationic, 

protonated amines, so as to interact with various polyanionic entities. It was observed that the DPn of 

the polymer increased with an increase in the negative charge of the target species, driven by 

electrostatic interactions, corroborating the adaptability of the bioynamer towards a target entity.  

Dynamic analogues of glycopolymers, oligo(poly)saccharides, Glycodynamers, could present 

adaptive character, being in principle able to reorganize their sequence or constitution for preferential 

selection of bioactive units in response to interaction with target entities. One may envisage to 

generate three types of glycodynamers via three methodologies, namely a) main chain glycodynamers 

via reversible polycondensation of saccharide residues. b) side chain appended or grafted saccharide 

residues on a dynamic main chain and c) double dynamic glycodynamers through simultaneous 

incorporation of main chain and side chain dynamics. Main chain dynamic analogues of 

oligofuranosides were prepared through oxime polycondensation (Scheme 6, middle).15 On the other 

hand, covalent dynamers bearing glycosidic side-chains were synthesized by reversible acylhydrazone 

formation. The dynamism in these materials was verified through component exchange experiments 

and monitoring through 1H NMR spectroscopy as well as by opto-dynamic features, whereby dynamic 

incorporation of different monomeric components led to marked changes in fluorescence. 
122

 The 

target-binding ability of these biodynamers was substantiated by surface plasmon resonance (SPR). 122 
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Scheme 6. Biodynamers. Generation of dynamic analogues of nucleic acids, DyNAs (top),17 

of polysaccharides (middle)
 122

  and of proteins (bottom).
 123

  

 

  Dynamic analogues of polypeptides/proteins, proteoid biodynamers were formed by 

polycondensation of water-soluble amino acid derived constituents, via acyl hydrazone and imine 

formation (Scheme 6, bottom). The process was driven through self-organization enforced primarily 

by hydrophobic effects, which are also a major factor in protein folding. It involved the 

polycondensation of an amphilic dialdehyde, presenting a hydrophobic aromatic core and a 

hydrophilic hexaglyme side-chain, with hydrazides of different amino acids, generating the hybrid 

biodynamers shown in Scheme 7. 123 
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Scheme 7. Generation of hybrid proteoidic globular biodynamers of type 16 via dynamic 

polycondensation of monomers.123 

 

The reversible polycondensation of the monomers yielded a dynamic copolymer with a globular   

structure with remarkably monodispersity. It featured double covalent dynamics allowing for fine-

tuning of both exchange and incorporation processes through pH control. It displayed self-

organization driven by hydrophobic effects with component selection, whereby in the course of build-

up, selection of the most suitable aminoacid building block occurred, as indicated by the preferential 

incorporation of the more hydrophobic amino-acid component with increased rate and higher 

molecular weight of the polymer formed.  

Although biodynamic materials of the types discussed above were not yet investigated with 

respect to potential self-healing behaviour, we included them in the present review in order to stress 

that they provide strong incentives to further explore this field towards the development of self-healing 

biodynamers that would be compatible with biological tissues and present medical applications, for 

instance in reparative medicine (see below). 

 

 

7. Conclusions and Outlook: 

 

Dynamic materials and in particular dynamic polymers developed in the last decade or so are bridging 

the gap between material science, chemistry and biology.124 Dynamic covalent and non-covalent 
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chemistries represent a significant step along the development of more complex forms of materials. 

The notion and implementation of self-healing behaviour are especially intriguing as well as 

promising immediate outcomes of dynamic constitutional chemistry that forms the conceptual 

background.  In the past ten years, more than a thousand scientific reports have been published on the 

topic of dynamic materials and specifically on self-healing systems. Self-healing materials could be 

rightly recognized as materials of the future. 125 However, out of the different approaches that have 

been evaluated to synthesize them, the systems, which are self-contained or self-sustainable, may be 

considered as the most important ones.  These materials are principally based on dynamic covalent 

chemistry such as the DA reaction or on non-covalent interactions, like H bonding. Such self-healing 

materials are truly self-sustainable as the connections between the components can be reformed even 

after multiple cycles without compromise to the material performance. As a recent illustration, 

supramolecular polymers have been used as healable coating materials. Thus, DYNAMERs may also 

be envisaged as potential materials for self-healing coatings and paints for scratch free surface 

functionalization. 126 

On another line, one may note that in a recent development supramolecular polymers have been put to 

use as biomaterials for the fabrication of heart implants, which have indeed been surgically applied 

with success in several children presenting severe congenital cardiac malformation.
127 

These 

achievements are particularly satisfying and rewarding in regard of the transformation, more than 

twenty years later, of an initial concept of basic research into a major medical/surgical advance. 
74,75,128

 

One may expect that numerous future advances will be made in many areas of materials science and 

beyond through the implementation of constitutional dynamic materials and polymers of both 

molecular and supramolecular nature. 
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